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Saving Lives

Woof’s Fund™

Building Leaders

Supporting Foster Care
The Woof Social Network

Woof’s Fund™
Our family foundation is helping millions of shelter animals live better lives.
With a focus on funding, education and research we are determined to guarantee all
pets a loving home.
Saving More Lives

Building Leadership

Supporting Foster Care
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Who is Woof?

Forging Connections

Supporting Caregivers

Good question. She’s the reason our
foundation exists. Read about Woof.

Our animal welfare network is as passionate
about creating a no-kill nation as we are.
Become a leader.

At the heart of our mission is a very
important group of people: foster
caregivers. Learn how to save a pet.

URL: Woof’s Story

URL: Building Leaders

URL: Supporting Foster Care

Saving Lives
Every year 8 million dogs and cats become shelter or rescue animals.
Our mission to save more lives, encourage more leaders and build more
partnerships will ensure that all pets get the second chance they deserve.

Innovation Grants

Advancing Education

Encouraging Research

Protecting Pets

Training to Save Lives

Encouraging Research

Our grants are designed to help sustain a nokill nation and protect our pets. Explore the
opportunities.

We are committed to training future and
current veterinarians in shelter medicine.
Learn about this science.

Read about the impact that your efforts are
having in our community. Research plays a big
part.

URL: Overview of Grants

URL: Colleges of Vet Science

URL: Programs Giving Back

Building Leaders
We collaborate with heavy lifters in animal welfare who are igniting change.
By forging connections with these trailblazers we help share their knowledge to
inspire others and build future leaders.
Woof “Talks”

Woof’s Apprenticeship Program

Woof’s University
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Shelter Medicine Saves Lives

Powerful Ideas

Learn to Lead

We have invested nearly $10M to train future
and current veterinarians in Shelter Medicine.

We want to hear about your ideas to save
more shelter pets. We support innovation.

We believe in sharing knowledge so that
others can become leaders. Read about
Woof’s University.

URL: Colleges of Veterinary Science

URL: Grants for Innovation

URL: Woof’s University

Supporting Foster Care
Thousands of foster caregivers across our nation provide a loving and healthy
environment for shelter pets waiting to be adopted.
These caregivers are our heroes. We can’t do it without them.
Learn to be a hero – we’ll teach you how.
Foster Care Success Stories

Foster Programs
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Bringing Home a Companion

Learn to be a Hero

Secrets to Caregiving Success

Are you bringing a shelter pet home and have
questions? We’ve got answers.

You don’t have to be superhuman to foster an
animal. But you can be a hero. Check out our
classes.

Learn how to make your foster program a
success with the wizards of fostering. Get
more details.

URL: Woof’s Pet Assistant
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URL: Secrets to Foster Success

